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ENTJ

General Strengths: entJs mobilize others to meet strategic goals. they thrive on tackling 

seemingly impossible tasks and organizing systems and structures to solve problems that arise.  

value to the PLC How to Show ENTJs Their value as PLC Members

Organizing the PlC to tackle complex problems  
head-on

Finding flaws as a pathway to improvement

Pursuing knowledge of both practical strategies and 
theories

Keeping focus on making decisions, setting goals, and 
measuring progress

Join with them in critiquing options so the team makes 
the best possible choices

acknowledge their objective, fair-minded viewpoint

Keep collaboration efficient and effective and strive to 
meet goals

take their analysis not as criticism, but as an effort to 
improve each strategy and idea

Approach to Data Approach to Accountability

Work to establish systems for deep, efficient data 
analysis

Focus on objective data that can be used to measure 
outcomes

use logical, analytical strengths to probe for the big 
picture the data present

Prefer hard over soft data

Will lead the charge, driving for results in their own 
classrooms without delay

hold self and others to high standards and visionary 
goals

Constantly strive for better outcomes

take a tough-minded stance, expecting everyone to 
overcome obstacles to student success

intellectual PLC Activity Preferences Communication Style

leading professional development activities

engaging in debate over strategies, lesson plans, and 
appropriate rules and rubrics

Designing common assessments and devising new 
formative assessment techniques

sifting through expert knowledge and research-based 
strategies

Direct, efficient, and analytical; impatient with 
prolonged discussions

Keep conversations task-oriented and focused in the 
interest of time

tend to be direct with feedback, both positive and 
negative

May communicate in terms of models and strategic 
pathways

What Causes Distress or Discouragement Strategies for Relieving Stress

Feeling powerless to influence decisions or results

situations in which truths, principles, or competencies 
are disregarded and emotions run high

talk with a trusted person to identify personal emotions 
and new possibilities

Reflect on the impact of goals, activities, or 
communication on others—how to develop buy-in or 
ownership by all

An ENTJ might say: “i’m a team player, but i will take over if i see we aren’t making progress 

toward the goal of student achievement for all. if i’m questioning your ideas, it’s because i think 

they have merit and want to work with you to make them the best they can be. i often can 

clearly see the steps we need to take to get to our goals.”




